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We show that the isomorphism ζB/A B/A→  AB introduced by the second
author for a subintegral extension A ⊆ B of positively graded rings with A0 = B0
is also an isomorphism if A ⊆ B is only a weakly subintegral extension. © 2001
Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In [5] the second author showed that if A ⊆ B is a subintegral exten-
sion of positively graded rings with A0 = B0, then there exists a functorial
isomorphism ζB/A B/A→  AB. Here A is the divided power alge-
bra associated with A which is the ring having the same additive group
structure as A but with multiplication (denoted ) given on homogeneous
elements by f  g = (m+n
n
)
fg where m = degf  and n = degg. It was
1 This work was supported by an NSERC grant to the ﬁrst author. The second author thanks
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also remarked in [5] that ζ is still deﬁned and a homomorphism if A ⊆ B
is only weakly subintegral. The goal of this paper is to verify that indeed
if A ⊆ B is a weakly subintegral extension of positively graded rings with
A0 = B0, then the homomorphism ζB/A B/A →  AB is an isomor-
phism. A key new observation used in the proof is that if A ⊆ B is weakly
subintegral then A ⊆ B is subintegral.
It was also shown in [5] that in the subintegral case there is a natural
isomorphism gr AB ∼=  AB, where gr is the associated graded
corresponding to a ﬁltration induced on  AB by the gradings on A and
B. In the weakly subintegral but not subintegral case this isomorphism need
no longer hold, as noted in Remark 6.2, so the relation between B/A and
 AB is largely lost.
All the rings that we consider are commutative with 1, and all ring homo-
morphisms are unitary. Throughout  denotes the integers,  denotes the
positive integers, + denotes the non-negative integers, and  denotes the
rational numbers.
For an extension of rings A ⊆ B,  AB denotes the multiplicative
group of invertible A-submodules of B. It is easily seen that  is a functor
from extensions of rings to abelian groups. We will denote the units of a
ring A by A×. Given an extension A ⊆ B there is an exact sequence
1→ A× → B× →  AB → PicA → PicB (1.1)
This and other properties of  can be found in [3, Sect. 2].
Now we recall the deﬁnition and some of the properties of subintegral
and weakly subintegral extensions.
A ring extension A ⊆ B is subintegral if it is integral, the induced map
SpecB → SpecA is a bijection, and the induced maps on residue ﬁeld
extensions are isomorphisms. An elementary subintegral extension is an
extension of the form A ⊆ B with B = A
b for some b ∈ B such that
b2 b3 ∈ A. An extension A ⊆ B is subintegral if and only if it is the ﬁltered
union of elementary subintegral extensions; that is, for each b ∈ B there is
a ﬁnite sequence A = C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Cr ⊆ B of ring extensions
such that b ∈ Cr and Ci−1 ⊆ Ci is elementary subintegral for each
i 1 ≤ i ≤ r. These and other properties of subintegral extensions can be
found in [6] or various papers by the present authors.
A ring extension A ⊆ B is weakly subintegral if it is integral, the induced
map SpecB → SpecA is a bijection, and the induced maps on residue
ﬁeld extensions are purely inseparable ﬁeld extensions. An elementary
weakly subintegral extension is an extension of the form A ⊆ B with
B = A
b for some b ∈ B such that bppb ∈ A for some positive prime
p. An extension A ⊆ B is weakly subintegral if and only if it is the ﬁl-
tered union of elementary subintegral extensions and elementary weakly
subintegral extensions. That is, for each b ∈ B there is a ﬁnite sequence
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A = C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Cr ⊆ B of ring extensions such that b ∈ Cr and
Ci−1 ⊆ Ci is elementary subintegral or elementary weakly subintegral
for each i 1 ≤ i ≤ r. These and other properties of weakly subintegral
extensions can be found in [7] or various papers by the present authors.
If b ∈ B and A ⊆ A
b is subintegral then we say that b is subintegral
over A. Similarly if b ∈ B and A ⊆ A
b is weakly subintegral then we say
that b is weakly subintegral over A.
For a positively graded ring A = ⊕n≥0An, denote by Â the comple-
tion of A with respect to the ideal A+ =
⊕
n≥1An. Note that Â consists
precisely of possibly inﬁnite sums
∑
n≥0 fn with fn ∈ An for every n
Now we recall some notation introduced in [5, Sect. 1]. Denote by Â the
ring with the same additive group as Â but with multiplication (denoted
by ) given on homogeneous elements by f  g = (m+n
n
)
fg, where m =
degf  n = degg, and fg is the product in A, and extended by bilinear-
ity and completion to Â. We denote by A the ring with the same addi-
tive group as A, and multiplication  as deﬁned on Â. If f ∈ A then
f n will denote the nth power of f in the multiplication of A and f n will
denote the nth power of f in the multiplication of A. It is easily seen that
if f ∈ Ad then
f n = nd!d!n f
n
If  ⊆ A and f ∈ Ad d ≥ 1 then we can deﬁne the exponential of f in
Â by the usual formula
ef =
∞∑
n=0
f n
n!
=
∞∑
n=0
nd!
d!nn!f
n
It is easily checked that
nd!
n!d!n ∈ 
Motivated by this, the numbers sd n and the series Edf  are deﬁned
in [5] by
sd n = nd!
n!d!n and Edf  =
∞∑
n=0
sd nf n
for d ∈  and f ∈ Ad. We have Edf  g = Edf  + Edg because this
property of Ed can be checked universally over . Note that sd 0 =
sd 1 = s1 n = 1.
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2. NUMERICAL LEMMAS
In this section we prove some numerical properties of sd n.
Lemma 2.1. Let A =⊕n≥0An be a positively graded ring, and let a be a
homogeneous element of A of positive degree d. Then an = n!sd nan and,
in particular, an ∈ n!an for every n ≥ 0.
Proof. It follows from the deﬁnition of the product  that if a is homo-
geneous of degree d then
an = nd!d!n a
n = n!sd nan
The latter element is in n!an since sd n ∈ .
We follow the usual convention that
(
n
i
) = 0 if i < 0. We also make the
convention that sd i = 0 if i < 0
Lemma 2.2. Let d i j be integers with d ≥ 1 Then(
di+ j
di
)
sd isd j =
(
i+ j
i
)
sd i+ j
Proof. If i or j is negative then both sides are zero. Hence suppose that
i j ≥ 0. Then(
di+ j
di
)
sd isd j = di+ j!di!dj!
di!
i!d!i
dj!
j!d!j
= i+ j!
i!j!
di+ j!
i+ j!d!i+j
=
(
i+ j
i
)
sd i+ j
Lemma 2.3. Let p be a positive prime. Let d n i be integers with d ≥
1 n ≥ 0 and 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1. Then
sd np+ i ≡
(
dnp+ i
di
)
sd isd np modp
Proof. Let j = np in Lemma 2.2. It then remains only to check that(
np+i
i
) ≡ 1 modp for 0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1. But this is clear.
Lemma 2.4. For all integers i n ≥ 0 j d ≥ 1 we have
sjd isd jisd n− ij
(
nd
ijd
)
=
(
n
ij
)
sj isd n
Proof. Direct veriﬁcation comes from the deﬁnitions.
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3. REDUCTION TO A VERY ELEMENTARY WEAKLY
SUBINTEGRAL EXTENSION
We use the deﬁnitions and notation of [5, Sect. 3] and prove appropriate
analogues for weakly subintegral extensions. Recall from [5] that a very
elementary subintegral extension is an extension A ⊆ B such that B = A
b
for some b ∈ B with b2 = 0. By analogy we introduce the following:
Deﬁnition 3.1. An extension A ⊆ B is said to be very elementary
weakly subintegral if B = A
b for some b ∈ B with bp ∈ A and pB = 0 for
some positive prime p.
Let k be a ring. Let  denote the category whose objects are positively
graded rings A with A0 = k and whose morphisms are graded k-algebra
homomorphisms. Note that such homomorphisms are necessarily degree-
preserving. An extension in  is a ring extension A ⊆ B such that A and
B are objects in  and the inclusion is a morphism in .
Lemma 3.2. Let p be a positive prime. Let A ⊆ B be an extension of rings
with B = A
b and bppb ∈ A. Then there exists a chain A = C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆
· · · ⊆ Cm = B of subrings of B such that for every i 1 ≤ i ≤ m, we have
Ci = Ci−1
xi with xpi ∈ Ci−1 and pCi ⊆ Ci−1. Each xi can be chosen
to be of the form pαbβ with α β non-negative integers. In particular, if A ⊆ B
is an extension in  and b is homogeneous then each xi can be chosen to be
homogeneous, so that each Ci−1 ⊆ Ci is an extension in .
Proof. The given conditions clearly imply that pp−1B ⊆ A. So we have
the chain A = A
pp−1B ⊆ A
pp−2B ⊆ · · · ⊆ A
piB ⊆ A
pi−1B ⊆
· · · ⊆ A
pB ⊆ B. It is enough to prove the existence of a chain of the
required type starting with A
piB and ending with A
pi−1B for each
i 1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1. Fix an i, and put C = A
piB, D = A
pi−1B. Clearly
pD ⊆ C, and D = C
pi−1bpi−1b2     pi−1bp−1 So D can be obtained
from C by successively adjoining pi−1bpi−1b2     pi−1bp−1. Each of these
elements has its pth power in A and, as noted, we have pD ⊆ C. The
lemma follows.
Recall from [5, Sect. 3] that an extension A ⊆ B in  is subintegral
(respectively elementary subintegral, respectively very elementary subinte-
gral) in  if it is subintegral (respectively elementary subintegral, respec-
tively very elementary subintegral) as an extension of rings. In the latter two
cases there is an element b ∈ B such that B = A
b and b2 b3 ∈ A (respec-
tively b2 = 0. If this element b can be chosen to be homogeneous then the
extension is said to be homogeneous elementary subintegral (respectively
homogeneous very elementary subintegral). We make analogous deﬁnitions
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for weakly subintegral extensions in :
Deﬁnition 3.3. (i) An extension A ⊆ B in  is said to be weakly
subintegral in  if A ⊆ B is weakly subintegral as an extension of rings.
(ii) An extension A ⊆ B in  is said to be elementary weakly subin-
tegral in  if A ⊆ B is elementary weakly subintegral as an extension of
rings, i.e., there exists an element b ∈ B such that B = A
b, bp ∈ A, and
pb ∈ A for some positive prime p.
(iii) An extension A ⊆ B in  is said to be very elementary weakly
subintegral in  if A ⊆ B is very elementary weakly subintegral as an exten-
sion of rings; i.e., there exists an element b ∈ B such that B = A
b, bp ∈ A,
and pB = 0 for some positive prime p.
(iv) If the element b in parts (ii) or (iii) can be chosen to be homoge-
neous then the extension is said to be homogeneous elementary weakly subin-
tegral (respectively homogeneous very elementary weakly subintegral) in .
Lemma 3.4. Every weakly subintegral extension in  is the ﬁltered union of
extensions that can be obtained by a ﬁnite succession of homogeneous elemen-
tary subintegral extensions and homogeneous elementary weakly subintegral
extensions.
Proof. This follows from the proof of [1, Lemma 4.1].
Lemma 3.5. Let A ⊆ B be a weakly subintegral extension in . Then the
extension A ⊆ B is subintegral.
Proof. In view of Lemma 3.4, it is enough to prove the assertion when
A ⊆ B is either a homogeneous elementary subintegral extension or a
homogeneous elementary weakly subintegral extension. The ﬁrst case is
proved in [5, Lemma 3.2]. Hence assume we are in the second case, i.e.,
that B = A
b where b ∈ B is homogeneous and bp pb ∈ A for some pos-
itive prime p. In this case we may use Lemma 3.2 to assume that bp ∈ A
and pB ⊆ A Since A0 = B0 we may further assume that the degree of b
is positive. Let i be any positive integer. We have bip ∈ bip ⊆ A and
bip+1 = bip  bi ∈ p!bip  bi (by Lemma 2.1)
⊆ bip  pbi ⊆ A
Therefore abip ∈ A and abip+1 ∈ A for every homogeneous ele-
ment a of A It follows that abi, regarded as an element of B, is subintegral
over A. Now, every element of A
b (hence of B = A
b) is a ﬁnite sum
of elements of the form aibi with ai homogeneous elements of A i ≥ 0 It
follows that A ⊆ B is subintegral.
Recall from [5, Sect. 3] that  denotes the category of all extensions
in , and that b denotes the category of abelian groups.
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Deﬁnition 3.6 (cf. [5, Deﬁnition 3.4]). A functor    → b is
said to be strongly admissible if it satisﬁes the following three conditions:
(a) If A ⊆ B is an extension in  and 	 is a homogeneous ideal
of both A and B then the induced map AB → A/	 B/	 is an
isomorphism.
(b) If A ⊆ C ⊆ B are weakly subintegral extensions in  then the
sequence
0→ AC → AB → CB → 0
of induced maps is exact.
(c)  commutes with direct limits in the second variable.
Lemma 3.7. (a) The functor   → b taking AB to the quo-
tient B/A of the underlying additive groups is strongly admissible.
(b) The functor   → b taking AB to  AB is strongly
admissible.
Proof. (a) This is clear.
(b) In view of Lemma 3.5, the proof of [5, Lemma (3.5)(c)] works in
this case.
Lemma 3.8. Let 12  → b be strongly admissible functors and
let θ 1 → 2 be a natural transformation of functors. Let A ⊆ C ⊆ B be
weakly subintegral extensions in . If θAC and θCB are isomorphisms,
then so is θAB.
Proof. This follows from condition (b) of Deﬁnition 3.6 and the ﬁve
lemma (as in [5, Lemma 3.6]).
Theorem 3.9 (cf. [5, Theorem 3.7 and Corollary 3.8]). Let 12 
 → b be strongly admissible functors, and let θ 1 → 2 be a natu-
ral transformation of functors. Suppose θAB is an isomorphism for every
homogeneous very elementary subintegral extension and every homogeneous
very elementary weakly subintegral extension A ⊆ B in . Then θAB is
an isomorphism for every weakly subintegral extension A ⊆ B in .
Proof. In view of the results proved above the assertion can be proved
in several steps, on the lines of the proofs of [5, Theorem 3.7 and
Corollary 3.8]:
Step 1. We observe that, by [5, Corollary 3.8], θAB is an isomor-
phism for every subintegral extension A ⊆ B in .
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Step 2. We prove that θAB is an isomorphism for every homoge-
neous elementary weakly subintegral extension A ⊆ B in . Let B = A
b
with b homogeneous, such that bppb ∈ A for some positive prime p. We
may assume that the degree of b is positive. By Lemma 3.2 there exists
a chain A = C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Cm = B of extensions in  such that
for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ m we have Ci = Ci−1
xi with xi homogeneous,
x
p
i ∈ Ci−1 and pCi ⊆ Ci−1. In view of Lemma 3.8 it is enough to
show that θCi−1 Ci is an isomorphism for each i. Fix an i 1 ≤ i ≤ m,
and put D = Ci−1 and E = Ci. Since pE ⊆ D, pE is a (homogeneous)
ideal of both D and E. We have E/pE = D/pE
y where y is the nat-
ural image of xi. Since yp ∈ D/pE and pE/pE = 0 D/pE ⊆ E/pE
is a homogeneous very elementary weakly subintegral extension. There-
fore θD/pEE/pE is an isomorphism by assumption. Hence, in view of
condition (a) of Deﬁnition 3.6, so is θDE. This completes the proof of
Step 2.
Step 3. Suppose that A ⊆ B is a weakly subintegral extension in  such
that B is ﬁnitely generated as an A-algebra. Then by Lemma 3.4 there
is a ﬁnite sequence A = C0 ⊆ C1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ Cr = B such that each
Ci−1 ⊆ Ci is a homogeneous elementary subintegral extension in  or
a homogeneous elementary weakly subintegral extension in . It then fol-
lows from Steps 1 and 2 and Lemma 3.8 that θAB is an isomorphism.
Step 4. IfA ⊆ B is an arbitrary weakly subintegral extension in  then B
is the direct limit of ﬁnitely generated subextensions of A in , so it follows
from condition (c) of Deﬁnition 3.6 that θAB is an isomorphism.
4. RECOLLECTION OF THE DEFINITION OF ζ
Let A =⊕d≥0Ad ⊆ B =⊕d≥0 Bd be a weakly subintegral extension of
positively graded rings with A0 = B0. Under these conditions a functorial
group homomorphism
ζB/A B/A→  AB
is constructed in [5, Sect. 4, Remark 4.4]. It is proved there that ζB/A is an
isomorphism if the extension A ⊆ B is subintegral. Our aim is to show that
ζB/A is an isomorphism also for a weakly subintegral extension A ⊆ B.
Some of the notation used here and in the next two sections has been
recalled in the introduction. See [5, Sect. 4] for further details.
Recall that ζB/A is deﬁned by ﬁrst constructing, for each d ≥ 1, a
homomorphism
Jd Bd →  AB
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given by Jdb = Â  Edb ∩ B, and then deﬁning
ζB/A B/A = B+/A+ →  AB
by
ζB/Ab¯ =
∏

d≥1
Jdbd
for b =∑d≥1 bd with bd ∈ Bd.
5. ISOMORPHISM FOR A VERY ELEMENTARY WEAKLY
SUBINTEGRAL EXTENSION
Our goal in this section is to prove that ζB/A is an isomorphism if A ⊆ B
is a very elementary weakly subintegral extension in . As we shall see,
every invertible A-submodule of B is principal in this case and it is pos-
sible to describe a generator of the A-module ζB/Ab¯ explicitly in terms
of a map σ deﬁned below. This description enables us to prove that ζB/A
is an isomorphism in this case. The proof works in fact under the following
slightly weaker condition:
Assumption 5.1. A ⊆ B is an extension in  with charA = p, a positive
prime, and Bp ⊆ A.
Note that the maps Jd and ζB/A of the previous section make sense for
the extension A ⊆ B since the conditions of 5.1 make this extension a
weakly subintegral extension.
Throughout this section p denotes a positive prime.
Lemma 5.2. (1) If A is a positively graded ring of characteristic p then
A+p = 0 and A× = A0× ⊕A+.
(2) If A ⊆ B is an extension satisfying 5.1 then  AB =
B×/A× = 1+ B+/1+A+.
Proof. (1) Let x be a homogeneous element of A of positive degree.
Then, by Lemma 2.1, xp ∈ p!xp. Therefore xp = 0. The ﬁrst part fol-
lows, and the second part is an immediate consequence of this.
(2) By (1), nilA = nilA0 ⊕ A+. Therefore PicA = PicA/
nilA = PicA/nilA0 + A+ = PicA0/nilA0 = PicA0. Simi-
larly PicB = PicB0. Now, since A0 = B0 the ﬁrst equality is immedi-
ate from (1.1) applied to A ⊆ B. The second equality follows from (1),
since A0 = B0.
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Let B be a positively graded ring of characteristic p For a positive integer
d and for x ∈ Bd deﬁne
σdx =
p−1∑
i=0
sd ixi
Since sd 0 = 1 we have σdx ∈ 1+B+ ⊆ B× by the above lemma.
Deﬁne σ  B+ → 1+ B+ by
σb =∏

d≥1
σdbd
for b =∑d≥1 bd with bd ∈ Bd
Sometimes we write σB for σ to indicate the ring under consideration.
Proposition 5.3. Let A ⊆ B be an extension satisfying 5.1. Let x be a
homogeneous element of B of degree d. Then Jdx = A  σdx.
Proof. We show ﬁrst that σdx ∈ Jdx. We have
Edx =
∞∑
i=0
sd ixi
=
p−1∑
i=0
∞∑
n=0
sd np+ ixnp+i
=
p−1∑
i=0
∞∑
n=0
(
dnp+ i
di
)
sd isd npxnp+i (by Lemma 2.3)
= f  σdx
with f = ∑∞n=0 sd npxnp. Since Bp ⊆ A, we have f ∈ Â. Furthermore,
since sd 0 = 1, f is a unit in Â by Lemma 5.2. Let g ∈ Â be the inverse
of f . Then
σdx = g  Edx ∈ Â  Edx ∩ B = Jdx
This proves that A  σdx ⊆ Jdx. Now, since σdx ∈ B× we have
A  σdx ∈  AB. Thus both A  σdx and Jdx are invert-
ible A-submodules of B and A  σdx ⊆ Jdx. Therefore, since
the extension A ⊆ B is subintegral by Lemma 3.5, it follows from [5,
Proposition 3.10] that Jdx = A  σdx.
Lemma 5.4. Let B be a positively graded ring of characteristic p and let x
be a homogeneous element of B of positive degree d. Let j be an integer with
2 ≤ j ≤ p− 1. Suppose that
f =
p−1∑
i=0
λisd ixi
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with λi ∈  λ0 = λ1 = 1, and λi = 0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ j − 1. Then there exists
y ∈ Bjd such that
f  σjdy =
p−1∑
i=0
µisd ixi
with µi ∈  µ0 = µ1 = 1, and µi = 0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ j.
Proof. Take y = −λjsd jxj . Putting λr equal to zero for r < 0 and
r ≥ p we get
f  σjdy =
∑
n≥0
νnx
n
with
νn =
p−1∑
i=0
−1iλijλn−ijsjd isd jisd n− ij
(
nd
ijd
)

By Lemma 2.4 νn = µnsd n, where
µn =
p−1∑
i=0
−1iλijλn−ij
(
n
ij
)
sj i
Since f = 1 + x + λjsd jxj+ higher degree terms in x, and σjdy =
1 − λjsd jxj+ higher degree terms in x, we have f  σjdy = 1 + x+
terms in xj+1 and higher. Thus µ0 = µ1 = 1 and µi = 0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ j. So
it is enough to prove that µn = 0 for n ≥ p. We show in fact that if n ≥ p
then some factor of λijλn−ij
(
n
ij
)
sj i is zero (modulo p). If ij ≥ p then
sj i = ij!/i!j!i is zero modulo p since 1 ≤ i j ≤ p− 1 If n− ij ≥ p
then λn−ij = 0. We are left with the case ij < p n− ij < p and n ≥ p. In
this case
(
n
ij
)
is clearly zero modulo p.
Corollary 5.5. Let B be a positively graded ring of characteristic p and
let x be a homogeneous element of B of positive degree d. Then there exist
elements yj ∈ Bjd 1 ≤ j ≤ p− 1, such that
1+ x =
p−1∏

j=1
σjdyj
Proof. Let y1 = x and
f1 = σdy1 =
p−1∑
i=0
sd ixi
Applying the above lemma with f = f1 and j = 2 we obtain
y2 ∈ B2d such that if we write f2 = f1  σ2dy2 = σdy1  σ2dy2
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then f2 =
∑p−1
i=0 µisd ixi with µi ∈  µ0 = µ1 = 1, and µ2 = 0. Now
apply the lemma with f = f2 and j = 3. Proceeding thus, we get
1+ x =
p−1∏

j=1
σjdyj
Proposition 5.6. Let B be a positively graded ring of characteristic p
Then the map σ  B+ → 1+ B+ is an isomorphism of groups.
Proof.
• σ is a homomorphism: For d ≥ 1 and x y ∈ Bd we have
σx  σy =
(p−1∑
i=0
sd ixi
)

(p−1∑
i=0
sd iyi
)
= ∑
0≤i≤p−1
0≤j≤p−1
tijx
iyj
where, by Lemma 2.2, tij =
(
i+j
i
)
sd i+ j. Noting that (i+j
i
) ≡ 0 modp if
0 ≤ i ≤ p− 1 0 ≤ j ≤ p− 1, and i+ j ≥ p, we get
σx  σy =
p−1∑
n=0
sd n ∑
i+j=n
(
n
i
)
xiyj
=
p−1∑
n=0
sd nx+ yn = σx+ y
This shows that σd is a homomorphism for every d. It follows that σ is a
homomorphism.
• Injectivity of σ : Let x be a nonzero element of B+ Then x has a
homogeneous decomposition x = ∑i≥r xi for some r ≥ 1 with xr = 0 So
σx = 1+ xr + terms of degree > r showing that σx = 1
• Surjectivity of σ : Let x ∈ B+ We want to show that 1+ x ∈ imσ.
Suppose ﬁrst that x is homogeneous, say of degree d. Then by Corollary
5.5 there exist yj ∈ Bjd 1 ≤ j ≤ p− 1, such that
1+ x =
p−1∏

j=1
σjdyj
showing that 1 + x ∈ imσ Now, suppose x is arbitrary. Write x = x1 +
· · · + xm with xi ∈ Bi. Let C be the B0-subalgebra of B generated by
x1     xm. Then C =
⊕
d≥0 Cd is a graded subring of B. For n ≥ 0 let
&n =
⊕
d≥n Cd. With this notation it is clearly enough to prove the following
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two statements:
(1) For every n ≥ 1 there exists yn ∈ &n such that 1+ x+ yn ∈ imσ.
(2) &n = 0 for n 0.
Proof of (1). We use induction on n. For n = 1 take y1 = −x. Suppose
1 + x + yn ∈ imσ with yn ∈ &n for some n ≥ 1. Write yn = t + z with
t ∈ Cn z ∈ &n+1. By the homogeneous case already proved, 1 − t belongs
to imσ whence so does
1+ x+ yn  1− t
Now, 1+ x+ yn  1− t = 1+ x+ yn+1 with yn+1 ∈ &n+1, so (1) is proved.
Proof of (2). Suppose n > p− 11+ 2+ · · · +m. If xr11  · · ·  xrmm is
any monomial in &n then ri ≥ p for some i whence xrii = 0 by Lemma 2.1.
Therefore &n = 0.
Corollary 5.7. Let A ⊆ B be an extension of positively graded rings of
characteristic p Then the map σB induces an isomorphsim
σB/A B+/A+ → 1+ B+/1+A+
Proof. σB B+ → 1+B+ and σA A+ → 1+A+ are isomorphisms
by the above proposition and clearly σB A+= σA
Corollary 5.8. Let A ⊆ B be an extension of positively graded rings of
characteristic p If A0 = B0 then the map σB induces an isomorphsim
σB/A B/A→ 1+ B+/1+A+
Proof. In this case we have B/A = B+/A+
Corollary 5.9. Let A ⊆ B be an extension satisfying 5.1. Then the
homomorphism ζB/A B/A→  AB is an isomorphism.
Proof. Identify 1 + B+/1 + A+ with  AB by Lemma 5.2.
Then it follows from Proposition 5.3 that ζB/A = σB/A Therefore the asser-
tion is immediate from the above corollary.
Corollary 5.10. Let A ⊆ B be a very elementary weakly subintegral
extension of positively graded rings with A0 = B0. Then the homomorphism
ζB/A B/A→  AB is an isomorphism.
Proof. Such an extension of nonzero rings satisﬁes the hypotheses of
Corollary 5.9 for some positive prime p.
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6. ISOMORPHISM FOR A WEAKLY
SUBINTEGRAL EXTENSION
Theorem 6.1. Let A ⊆ B be a weakly subintegral extension of posi-
tively graded rings with A0 = B0. Then the homomorphism ζB/A B/A →
 AB is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, ζ is a natural transformation of strongly admissi-
ble functors. By [5, Theorem 4.5], ζB/A is an isomorphism if the extension
A ⊆ B is subintegral. By Corollary 5.10, ζB/A is an isomorphism if the
extension A ⊆ B is very elementary weakly subintegral. Therefore ζB/A is
an isomorphism by Theorem 3.9.
Remark 6.2 (cf. [4, Example (3.1)]). Let A = k
t2 ⊆ B = k
t where
k is a ﬁeld of characteristic two and t is an indeterminate. Then A ⊆ B is a
weakly subintegral extension of positively graded rings with A0 = B0 So we
have the isomorphism ζB/A B/A→  AB given by the above theorem.
This implies, in particular, that the group  AB is nontrivial. On the
other hand,  AB is the trivial group, by 11. Therefore  AB
is not isomorphic to gr AB unlike the situation for a subintegral
extension in which case the two groups are isomorphic as shown in [5,
Main Theorem].
7. SOME EXPLICIT RESULTS
Throughout this section p is a positive prime, and B is a positively
graded ring of characteristic p. We illustrate some of the previous ideas.
In particular, we see that Ed = σd for some, but not all, d so the prop-
erties of σd proved in Proposition 5.6 are not a consequence of the
properties of Ed
Theorem 7.1. (a) If d is not a power of p then Ed = σd.
(b) If d = pr r ≥ 0, and x ∈ Bd then Edx =
∑∞
i=0 x
i and Edx =
∑∞n=0 xnp  σdx.
First, some preliminary lemmas:
Lemma 7.2. Let n d be positive integers and let p be a positive prime.
Then sd np is coprime to p if and only if d is a power of p
Proof. Put ϕd = sd np For a nonzero rational number m let νpm
denote the p-adic valuation of m. That is, νpm = a− b, where a and b are
respectively the highest powers of p dividing the numerator and denomina-
tor ofmWe have to show that νpϕd = 0 if and only if d is a power of p.
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We make the following claims:
(1) ϕ1 = 1 whence νpϕ1 = 0
(2) νpϕprd = νpϕd for every r ≥ 0
(3) If d > 1 and gcddp = 1 then νpϕd > 0
Granting these for the moment, write d = prq with r q nonnegative inte-
gers and gcdqp = 1 Then νpϕd = νpϕq by (2). If d is a power
of p then q = 1 so that νpϕd = 0 by (1). On the other hand, if d is not
a power of p then q > 1 whence νpϕd > 0 by (3).
We now prove the claims.
(1) This is clear.
(2) By induction on r it is enough to prove that νpϕpd =
νpϕd We have
ϕpd
ϕd =
spd np
sd np =
ψpdn
ψdnp 
where ψm = mp!/m! Among the integers 1 2     ip    mp those
divisible by p are precisely p 2p     m − 1pmp It follows that
νpψm = m Therefore
νp
(
ϕpd
ϕd
)
= νp
(
ψpdn
ψdnp
)
= νpψpdn − np νpψd = pdn− npd = 0
whence νpϕpd = νpϕd
(3) We have
ϕd
ϕd − 1 =
sd np
sd − 1 np
= dnp!d − 1!
np
d − 1np!d!np
= dnp dnp− 1!d − 1np!
(
1
d
)np

Therefore, since ϕd − 1 and dnp−1!d−1np! are integers and gcddp =
1 νpϕd > 0
Now, we sharpen the result if d is a power of p.
Lemma 7.3. Let r and i be nonnegative integers. Then spr i ≡
1 modp).
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Proof. We have
spr i = ip
r!
i!pr!i =
i∏
j=1
1
j
(
jpr
pr
)

so that it sufﬁces to prove that
1
j
(
jpr
pr
)
≡ 1 modp
But if we pair the factors jpr − c pr − c 0 ≤ c ≤ pr − 1 of the numerator
and denominator of (
jpr
pr
)
then the c = 0 factor jpr in the numerator cancels with the j and the
c = 0 factor pr in the denominator. For 1 ≤ c ≤ pr − 1 write c = c′ps with
νpc′ = 0. Note that s < r. Then
jpr − c
pr − c =
jpr−s − c′
pr−s − c′ ≡ 1 modp
Proof of Theorem 71. If n and d are positive integers then sd n
divides sd n + 1. If d is not a power of p then by Lemma 7.2
sdp ≡ 0 modp. Part (a) follows. In part (b) the ﬁrst formula follows
from Lemma 7.3, and the second one from the proof of Proposition 5.3.
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